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Best access to renal stone is the continuous challenging 
topic. Assessing the safety and efficacy of various and very 
different PCNL positions for the treatment of renal calculi 
remained interesting. Zhao et al. [1] in their worthy study 
reviewed different positions of PCNL techniques.

The review by Zhao et al. [1] mentioned that there is 
challenging drawbacks related to increased cardiopulmonary 
risks and better anesthesia control in prone percutaneous 
nephrolithotomy (PCNL) in comparison to supine PCNLs. 
Complete supine PCNL has some other advantages for 
example:

To our experience, renal upper pole calyces are acces-
sible from subcostal approach by several techniques. To 
our practice, the superior calix access in complete supine 
PCNL from subcostal approach can prevent complications 
of intercostal access. One of the most common techniques 
in our department is renal displacement by lung hyperinfla-
tion which is done by anesthesiologists. Hyperinflation can 
displace kidneys remarkably in our clinical practice (and 
kidney hypermobility can exaggerate that movement); upper 
pole access in complete supine PCNL with this technique 
has minimal morbidity and eludes the need for a supracostal 
access [2].

In the paper, the authors mentioned about the limitation 
of supine PCNL and about the limitation of working space. 
However, in complete supine PCNL, there is no restriction 

for working and there is enough space for working and enter-
ing to kidney due to not using padded rolls or anything at all.

One of the most important advantages of supine PCNL is 
about evacuation of stone fragments during the surgery that 
facilitates extracting stone fragments and, perhaps, can make 
shorter operation time. In complete supine PCNL, interfer-
ing of metal density of bed edge is one of the disadvantages 
that can be solved easily by increasing the fluoroscope angle 
degree [3].
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